FortressAccents Post Cap - Black Sand (Textured)
Sold in any quantity.
Accents flat die cast aluminum post cap adapts to many different post sizes. (Optional LED light kit sold separately)

Item #: 52500028 - 2-1/16"
Item #: 52500038 - 3-1/16"
Item #: 52500036 - 3-9/16"
Item #: 52500046 - 4-1/8"
Item #: 52500056 - 5-1/8" and "4-1/2"
*Adapter ring included for 4-1/2" version
Item #: 52506008 - 6-3/16" and "5-5/8"
*Adapter ring included for 5-5/8" version

THIS CAP IS ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A LIGHT OPTION, PLEASE SEE THE LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING SECTION FOR MORE INFORMATION

FortressAccents Post Cap - Gloss Black
Sold in any quantity.
Accents flat die cast aluminum post cap adapts to many different post sizes. (Optional LED light kit sold separately)

Item #: 52500020 - 2-1/16"
Item #: 52500030 - 3-1/16"
Item #: 52500350 - 3-9/16"
Item #: 52500040 - 4-1/8"
Item #: 52500050 - 5-1/8" and "4-1/2"
*Adapter ring included for 4-1/2" version
Item #: 52506000 - 6-3/16" and "5-5/8"
*Adapter ring included for 5-5/8" version

THIS CAP IS ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A LIGHT OPTION, PLEASE SEE THE LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING SECTION FOR MORE INFORMATION

Dekpro™ Flat Top Post Cap - Black
Sold in any quantity.
Powder coated aluminum flat top post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

Item #: DP35FB - 3-5/8"
Item #: DP4FB - 4-1/16"
Item #: DP43FB - 4-3/8"
Item #: DP55FB - 5-9/16"
Item #: DP6FB - 6-1/16"

Titan Flat Top Post Cap - Matte Black (Textured)
Sold in any quantity.
Aluminum flat top post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

Item #: PCA-503MB - 3-5/8"
Item #: RLAC-604MB - 4-1/16"
Item #: CLAC-604MB - 4-7/16"
Item #: TLAC-604MB - 4-5/8"
Item #: FLAC-604MB - 5-1/16"
Item #: PCA-803MB - 5-9/16"

THIS CAP IS ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A LIGHT OPTION, PLEASE SEE THE LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING SECTION FOR MORE INFORMATION

RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 1 week lead time.
**Titan Flat Top Aluminum Post Cap - Black**

Aluminum flat top post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-5038 - 3-5/8”
- Item #: PCF-6048 - 4-1/16”
- Item #: PCL-6048A - 4-7/16”
- Item #: PCF-6048 - 4-5/8”
- Item #: PCF-6048 - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-8038 - 5-9/16”

**Rondi Flat Post Cap - Antique Black (Textured)**

Rondi flat post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCLR05 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: PCLR4105 - 4-1/8”
- Item #: PCLR4105 - 4-9/16”
- Item #: PCLR5105 - 5-3/16”
- Item #: PCLR05 - 5-1/2”
- Item #: PCBK05 - 6-1/16”

**Rondi Pyramid Post Cap - Antique Black (Textured)**

Rondi post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCLP05 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: PCLR4105 - 4-1/8”
- Item #: PCLR4105 - 4-9/16”
- Item #: PCLR5105 - 5-3/16”
- Item #: PCLG05 - 5-1/2”
- Item #: PCBK05 - 6-1/16”

**Dekpro™ Pyramid Post Cap - Black**

Powder coated aluminum pyramid post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35PB - 3-5/8”
- Item #: DP4PB - 4-1/16”
- Item #: DP43PB - 4-3/8”
- Item #: DP5PB - 5-9/16”
- Item #: DP6PB - 6-1/16”

---

RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 2-3 week lead time.
**Sirius Pyramid Post Cap - Matte Black (Textured)**

Aluminum pyramid post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-506MB - 3-5/8”
- Item #: RLAC-605MB - 4-1/16”
- Item #: CLAC-605MB - 4-7/16”
- Item #: TLAC-605MB - 4-5/8”
- Item #: FLAC-605MB - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-806MB - 5-9/16”

Sold in any quantity.

**Sirius Pyramid Post Cap - Black**

Aluminum pyramid post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-5068 - 3-5/8”
- Item #: RLAC-6058 - 4-1/16”
- Item #: CLAC-6058 - 4-7/16”
- Item #: TLAC-6058 - 4-5/8”
- Item #: FLAC-6058 - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-8068 - 5-9/16”

Sold in any quantity.

**Woodway™ Metal Pyramid w/ Wood Skirt - Black**

Metal pyramid top with wood skirt.

- Item #: WW1250 - Cedar - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW1280 - Treated - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW1276 - Cedar - 5-5/8”
- Item #: WW1290 - Treated - 5-5/8”

Sold in any quantity.

**Post Points - Black**

Black aluminum post point.

- Item #: DPPP35B - Black - 3-1/2”
- Item #: DPPG6B - Black - 5-1/2”

RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 1 week lead time.
**Solutions™ Post Cap - Black**

Pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap fits 3-1/2” and 4” posts.

*Sold in any quantity.*

Item # 300635 - 3-1/2”  
Item # 300636 - 4-1/16”

**Prestige Post Cap - Absolute Black (Textured)**

Modified pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap for 3” and 4” posts.

*Sold in any quantity.*

Item # PR3PCAPABT - 3-1/16”  
Item # PR4PCAPABT - 4-1/16”

**Fortress™ Post Cap - Black Sand (Textured)**

Al³ - 3” Flat aluminum pyramid post cap.

*Sold in any quantity.*

Item # 51500048 - 3-1/16”

**Fortress™ Pressed Dome Cap - Black Sand (Textured)**

Pressed dome post cap adds 1” to overall height of post.

*Sold in any quantity.*

Item # 53502108 - 2”  
Item # 53503108 - 3-1/16”

**DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE**
**Fortress™ Pressed Dome Post Cap - Gloss Black**

Pressed dome post cap adds 1” to overall height of post.

- Item # 53502100 - 2”
- Item # 53503100 - 3-1/16”

**Titan Flat Top Aluminum Post Cap - Walnut**

Aluminum flat top post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-503W - 3-5/8”
- Item #: TLAC-604W - 4-5/8”
- Item #: FLAC-604W - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-803W - 5-9/16”

**Sirius Pyramid Post Cap - Walnut**

Aluminum pyramid post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-506W - 3-5/8”
- Item #: TLAC-605W - 4-5/8”
- Item #: FLAC-605W - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-806W - 5-9/16”

**FortressAccents Post Cap - Antique Bronze (Textured)**

Accents flat die cast aluminum post cap adapts to many different post sizes. (Optional LED light kit sold separately)

- Item # 52500026 - 2-1/16”
- Item # 52500036 - 3-1/16”
- Item # 52500036 - 3-9/16”
- Item # 52500066 - 4-1/8”
- Item # 52500056 - 5-1/8” and *4-1/2”
  *Adapter ring included for 4-1/2” version*
- Item # 52506006 - 6-3/16” and *5-5/8”
  *Adapter ring included for 5-5/8” version*

*Red item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 1 week lead time.*
Dekpro™ Flat Top Post Cap - Hammered Bronze (Textured)

Powder coated aluminum flat top post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35FHB - 3-5/8"
- Item #: DP4FHFB - 4-1/16"
- Item #: DP43FHB - 4-3/8"
- Item #: DP55FHB - 5-9/16"
- Item #: DP6FHFB - 6-1/16"

Sold in any quantity.

Dekpro™ Pyramid Post Cap - Hammered Bronze (Textured)

Powder coated aluminum pyramid post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35PHB - 3-5/8"
- Item #: DP4PHB - 4-1/16"
- Item #: DP43PHB - 4-3/8"
- Item #: DP55PHB - 5-9/16"
- Item #: DP6PHB - 6-1/16"

Sold in any quantity.

Rondi Flat Post Cap - Dark Copper Vein (Textured)

Rondi flat post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCRF10 - 3-1/2"
- Item #: PCRF4110 - 4-1/8"
- Item #: PCRF10 - 4-9/16"
- Item #: PCRF5110 - 5-3/16"
- Item #: PCGF10 - 5-1/2"
- Item #: PCBF10 - 6-1/16"

Sold in any quantity.

Rondi Pyramid Post Cap - Dark Copper Vein (Textured)

Rondi post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCRF10 - 3-1/2"
- Item #: PCRF4110 - 4-1/8"
- Item #: PCRF10 - 4-9/16"
- Item #: PCRF5110 - 5-3/16"
- Item #: PCG10 - 5-1/2"
- Item #: PCBF10 - 6-1/16"

Sold in any quantity.

THIS CAP IS ALSO AVAILABLE WITH A LIGHT OPTION, PLEASE SEE THE LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING SECTION FOR MORE INFORMATION

Dekpro™ Pyramid Post Cap - Hammered Bronze (Textured)

Powder coated aluminum pyramid post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35PHB - 3-5/8"
- Item #: DP4PHB - 4-1/16"
- Item #: DP43PHB - 4-3/8"
- Item #: DP55PHB - 5-9/16"
- Item #: DP6PHB - 6-1/16"

Sold in any quantity.

RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 2-3 week lead time.
**Post Caps**

**Fortress™ Pressed Dome Post Cap - Antique Bronze (Textured)**

Sold in any quantity.

Presssed dome post cap adds 1” to overall height of post.

- Item #: 53502106 - 2”
- Item #: 53503106 - 3-1/16”

**Dekpro™ Flat Top Post Cap - Bronze**

Sold in any quantity.

Powder coated aluminum flat top post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35FBZ - 3-5/8”
- Item #: DP4FBZ - 4-1/16”
- Item #: DP43FBZ - 4-3/8”
- Item #: DP55FBZ - 5-9/16”
- Item #: DP6FBZ - 6-1/16”

**Titan Flat Top Post Cap - Bronze**

Sold in any quantity.

Aluminum flat top post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-5035 - 3-5/8”
- Item #: RLAC-6045 - 4-1/16”
- Item #: CLAC-6045 - 4-7/16”
- Item #: FLAC-6045 - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-8035 - 5-9/16”

**Rondi Flat Post Cap - Oil Rubbed Bronze (Textured)**

Sold in any quantity.

Rondi flat post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCR07F07 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: PCR4107 - 4-1/8”
- Item #: PCR07 - 4-9/16”
- Item #: PCR5107 - 5-3/16”
- Item #: PCG07 - 5-1/2”
- Item #: PCBF07 - 6-1/16”

**DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE**
Rondi Pyramid Post Cap - Oil Rubbed Bronze (Textured)

Rondi post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

Item #: PCLR07 - 3-1/2"
Item #: PCR107 - 4-1/8"
Item #: PCR07 - 4-9/16"
Item #: PCRS107 - 5-3/16"
Item #: PCG07 - 5-1/2"
Item #: PCBK07 - 6-1/16"

Dekpro™ Pyramid Post Cap - Bronze

Sold in any quantity.

Powder coated aluminum pyramid post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

Item #: DP3PBZ - 3-5/8"
Item #: DP4PBZ - 4-1/16"
Item #: DP43PBZ - 4-3/8"
Item #: DP5PBZ - 5-9/16"
Item #: DP6PBZ - 6-1/16"

Sirius Pyramid Post Cap - Bronze

Sold in any quantity.

Aluminum pyramid post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

Item #: PCA-5065 - 3-5/8"
Item #: RLAC-6055 - 4-1/16"
Item #: PCA-8065 - 5-9/16"

Woodway™ Metal Pyramid w/ Wood Skirt - Bronze

Sold in any quantity.

Metal pyramid top with wood skirt.

Item #: WWI253 - Cedar - 3-5/8"
Item #: WWI285 - Treated - 3-5/8"
Item #: WWI277 - Cedar - 5-5/8"
Item #: WWI296 - Treated - 5-5/8"

RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 1 week lead time.
**Aluminum Post Point - Bronze**

Bronze aluminum post point.

- **Item #**: DPPP35BZ - Bronze - 3-1/2"
- **Item #**: DPPP68BZ - Bronze - 5-1/2"

**Solutions™ Post Cap - Bronze**

Pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap fits 3-1/2" and 4" posts.

- **Item #** 300645 - 3-1/2"
- **Item #** 300646 - 4-1/16"

**Prestige Post Cap - Cocoa Bronze (Textured)**

Modified pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap for 3" and 4" posts.

- **Item #** PR3PCAPCBT - 3-1/16"
- **Item #** PR4PCAPCBT - 4-1/16"

**FortressAccents Aluminum Cap - White**

Accents flat die cast aluminum post cap adapts to many different post sizes. (Optional LED light kit sold separately)

- **Item #** 52500031 - 3-1/16"
- **Item #** 52500351 - 3-9/16"
- **Item #** 52500041 - 4-1/8"
- **Item #** 52500051 - 5-1/8" and "4-1/2"
  - Adapter ring included for 4-1/2" version
- **Item #** 52506001 - 6-3/16" and "5-5/8"
  - Adapter ring included for 5-5/8" version

This cap is also available with a light option, please see the Low Voltage Lighting section for more information.
Post Caps

**Dekpro™ Flat Top Post Cap - White**

Powder coated aluminum flat top post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35FWH - 3-5/8”
- Item #: DP4FWH - 4-1/16”
- Item #: DP43FWH - 4-3/8”
- Item #: DP55FWH - 5-9/16”
- Item #: DP6FWH - 6-1/16”

**Titan Flat Top Post Cap - White**

Aluminum flat top post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-5030 - 3-5/8”
- Item #: RLAC-6040 - 4-1/16”
- Item #: CLAC-6040 - 4-7/16”
- Item #: FLAC-6040 - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-8030 - 5-9/16”

**Rondi Flat Post Cap - Hammered White (Textured)**

Rondi flat post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCLR01 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: PCR4101 - 4-1/8”
- Item #: PCR4101 - 4-9/16”
- Item #: PCR5101 - 5-3/16”
- Item #: PCG01 - 5-1/2”
- Item #: PCBK01 - 6-1/16”

**Rondi Pyramid Post Cap - Hammered White (Textured)**

Rondi post cap is made from high quality sand cast aluminum and is available in 6 different sizes to fit a wide array of wood and composite post sizes.

- Item #: PCLR01 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: PCR4101 - 4-1/8”
- Item #: PCR01 - 4-9/16”
- Item #: PCR5101 - 5-3/16”
- Item #: PCG01 - 5-1/2”
- Item #: PCBK01 - 6-1/16”

Additional information: This cap is also available with a light option, please see the low voltage lighting section for more information. RED item numbers denote NON-STOCK special order. Please allow for 2-3 week lead time.
Post Caps

DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE

**Dekpro™ Pyramid Post Cap - White**

Powder coated aluminum pyramid post cap with skirt. Requires assembly of base and top with 2 ea. screws included.

- Item #: DP35PWH - 3-5/8”
- Item #: DP4PW - 4-1/16”
- Item #: DP43PWH - 4-3/8”
- Item #: DP55PWH - 5-9/16”
- Item #: DP6PW - 6-1/16”

**Sirius Pyramid Post Cap - White**

Aluminum pyramid post cap with aluminum skirt. (Fasteners Included)

- Item #: PCA-5060 - 3-5/8”
- Item #: RLAC-6050 - 4-1/16”
- Item #: FLAC-6050 - 5-1/16”
- Item #: PCA-8060 - 5-9/16”

**Solutions™ Post Cap - White**

Pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap fits 3-1/2” and 4” posts.

- Item #: 300640 - 3-1/2”
- Item #: 300641 - 4-1/16”

**Prestige Post Cap - Dream White (Textured)**

Modified pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap for 3” and 4” posts.

- Item #: PR3PCAPDWT - 3-1/16”
- Item #: PR4PCAPDWT - 4-1/16”

**RED item numbers denote NON STOCK special order. Please allow for 1 week lead time.**
**Fortress™ Post Cap - White**

Sold in any quantity.

A 3" Flat aluminum pyramid post cap.

**Item #: 51500041 - 3-1/16”**

**DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE**

---

**Prestige Post Cap - Maple Cream (Textured)**

Sold in any quantity.

Modified pyramid style powder coated aluminum post cap for 3" and 4" posts. Features a unique khaki colored finish.

**Item #: PR3PCAPMCT - 3-1/16”**

**Item #: PR4PCAPMCT - 4-1/16”**

**Woodway™ Wood Pyramid Top**

Wood pyramid top with wood skirt.

**Item #: WWL383 - Cedar - 3-5/8”**
**Item #: WWL2033 - Treated - 3-5/8”**

**Item #: WWL1170 - Cedar - 4-1/8”**

**Item #: WWL1641 - Cedar - 5-5/8”**
**Item #: WWL3167 - Treated - 5-5/8”**

**Item #: WWL1179 - Cedar - 6-1/8”**

**Woodway™ Hatteras Pyramid Top**

Wood pyramid top with wood skirt.

**Item #: WWL389 - Cedar - 3-5/8”**
**Item #: WWL2038 - Treated - 3-5/8”**

---

Marketed and Distributed by: Absolute Distribution, Inc.
Ph: 1-800-335-5909  •  Fax 1-800-203-4495  •  www.absolutelydist.com
**Woodway™ Wood Flat Top Post Cap**

Wood flat top with wood skirt.

- Item #: WW1382 - Cedar - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW2032 - Treated - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW1642 - Cedar - 5-5/8”
- Item #: WW3166 - Treated - 5-5/8”

**Woodway™ Hatteras Flat Top Post Cap**

Flat top with wood skirt.

- Item #: WW1391 - Cedar - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW2037 - Treated - 3-5/8”

**Woodway™ Newport - Wood Ball Top Post Cap**

Wood ball top with wood skirt.

- Item #: WW1392 - Cedar - 3-5/8”
- Item #: WW1783 - Cedar - 5-5/8”

**Post Point - Copper**

Pure copper pyramid.

- Item #: WW1845 - Copper - 3-9/16”
- Item #: CT16 - Copper - 5-1/2”
DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE

Woodway™ Pyramid Post Cap - Copper

Pure copper pyramid top with wood skirt.

Item #: WW1384 - Cedar - 3-5/8"
Item #: WW2039 - Treated - 3-5/8"
Item #: WW1669 - Cedar - 5-5/8"
Item #: WW3078 - Treated - 5-5/8"
Item #: WW1181 - Cedar - 6-1/16"

Woodway™ Metal Pyramid Post Cap - Copper

Pure copper pyramid top with wood skirt.

Item #: WW1388 - Cedar - 3-5/8"
Item #: WW2035 - Treated - 3-5/8"

Woodway™ Flat Top Post Cap - Copper

Pure copper flat top with wood skirt.

Item #: WW1387 - Cedar - 3-5/8"
Item #: WW2034 - Treated - 3-5/8"
Item #: WW3345 - Cedar - 5-5/8"

Cedar Wood Skirt for 3 5/8” X 3 5/8” Post

Cedar wood skirt - 2 pieces - Cedar wood skirt that requires no cutting, just simply attach the last mitered piece.

Item #: SKWOOD44 - Cedar skirt for 4x4

Cedar wood moulding - 36” cedar moulding. Requires cutting, mitering and assembly for custom made skirts.

Item #: SKWOODSTICK66 - 36” Cedar moulding for 4x4 or 6x6
Woodway™ 2 Piece Cedar Post Skirt

Sold in any quantity.

Post skirt for wrapping base of post, can be attached after post is installed.

Item #: WW3326 - Cedar - 3-5/8”
Item #: WW3327 - Cedar - 5-5/8”

FortressAccents Post Skirt - Black Sand (Textured)

Two piece aluminum post base skirt to match FortressAccents post caps. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

Item #: 51500038 - 3-1/16” Skirt
Item #: 52535018 - 3-9/16” Skirt
Item #: 52504018 - 4-1/16” Skirt
Item #: 52505018 - 5-1/8” Skirt (4-9/16” Adaptor included)
Item #: 52506018 - 6-1/8” Skirt (5-11/16” Adaptor included)

Sold in any quantity.

FortressAccents Post Skirt - Gloss Black

Two piece aluminum post base skirt to match FortressAccents post caps. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

Item #: 51500030 - 3-1/16” Skirt
Item #: 52535010 - 3-9/16” Skirt
Item #: 52504010 - 4-1/16” Skirt
Item #: 52505010 - 5-1/8” Skirt (4-9/16” Adaptor included)
Item #: 52506010 - 6-1/8” Skirt (5-11/16” Adaptor included)

Sold in any quantity.

Solutions™ Post Skirt - Black

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Solutions™ 1-7/8” and 3-1/2” posts or 4” post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 1-7/8”, 3-1/2” or 4” post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

Item #: 300515 - 1-7/8” Skirt
Item #: 300530 - 3-1/2” Skirt
Item #: 300531 - 4-1/16” Skirt

Sold in any quantity.
Marketed and Distributed by: Absolute Distribution, Inc.  
Ph: 1-800-335-5909 • Fax 1-800-203-4495 • www.absolutelydist.com

DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE ACTUAL OPENING SIZE

**Prestige Post Skirt - Absolute Black (Textured)**  
Sold in any quantity.

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Prestige 3” post or 4” post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 3” or 4” post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

Item #: PR3SKIRTA BT - 3-1/16” Skirt  
Item #: PR4SKIRTA BT2PC - 4-1/16” Skirt

**Fortress™ Post Skirt - Black**  
Sold in any quantity.

2 piece iron post skirt to fit the Fortress™ iron 3” post. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

Item #: 53505108 - 3-1/16” Skirt - Black Sand (Textured)  
Item #: 650024 - 3-1/16” Skirt - Gloss Black

**Fortress™ Post Skirt - Black**  
Sold in any quantity.

2 piece iron post skirt to fit the Fortress™ iron 2” post. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

Item #: 53504108 - 2-1/16” Skirt - Black Sand (Textured)  
Item #: 650027 - 2-1/16” Skirt - Gloss Black

**FortressAccents Post Skirt - Antique Bronze (Textured)**  
Sold in any quantity.

Two piece aluminum post base skirt to match FortressAccents post caps. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

Item #: 52535016 - 3-9/16” Skirt  
Item #: 52504016 - 4-1/16” Skirt  
Item #: 52505016 - 5-1/8” Skirt (4-9/16” Adaptor included)  
Item #: 52506016 - 6-1/8” Skirt (5-11/16” Adaptor included)
**Fortress™ Post Skirt - Antique Bronze (Textured)**

2 piece iron post skirt to fit the Fortress™ iron 3” post. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

**Item #: 53505256 - 3-1/16” Skirt**

**Dimensons Noted Are Actual Opening Size**

![Image of Fortress™ Post Skirt - Antique Bronze (Textured)]

---

**Fortress™ Post Skirt - Antique Bronze (Textured)**

2 piece iron post skirt to fit the Fortress™ iron 2” post. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

**Item #: 53504106 - 2-1/16” Skirt**

**Dimensons Noted Are Actual Opening Size**

![Image of Fortress™ Post Skirt - Antique Bronze (Textured)]

---

**Solutions™ Post Skirt - Bronze**

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Solutions™ 1-7/8” and 3-1/2” posts or 4” post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 1-7/8”, 3-1/2” or 4” post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

**Item #: 300525 - 1-7/8” Skirt**

**Item #: 300540 - 3-1/2” Skirt**

**Item #: 300541 - 4-1/16” Skirt**

**Dimensons Noted Are Actual Opening Size**

![Image of Solutions™ Post Skirt - Bronze]

---

**Prestige Post Skirt - Cocoa Bronze (Textured)**

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Prestige 3” post or 4” post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 3” or 4” post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

**Item #: PR3SKIRTCTBT - 3-1/16” Skirt**

**Item #: PR4SKIRTCTBT2PC - 4-1/16” Skirt**

**Dimensons Noted Are Actual Opening Size**

![Image of Prestige Post Skirt - Cocoa Bronze (Textured)]
**FortressAccents Post Skirt - White**

Two piece aluminum post base skirt to match FortressAccents post caps. Comes pre-assembled, screws included.

- **Item #: 51500031** - 3-1/16" Skirt
- **Item #: 52504011** - 4-1/16" Skirt
- **Item #: 52505011** - 5-1/8" Skirt (4-9/16" Adaptor included)
- **Item #: 52506011** - 6-1/8" Skirt (5-11/16" Adaptor included)

**Solutions™ Post Skirt - White**

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Solutions™ 1-7/8" and 3-1/2" posts or 4" post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 1-7/8", 3-1/2" or 4" post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

- **Item #: 300520** - 1-7/8" Skirt
- **Item #: 300535** - 3-1/2" Skirt
- **Item #: 300536** - 4-1/16" Skirt (1 Piece)

**Prestige Post Skirt - Dream White (Textured)**

2 piece post skirt designed to fit the Prestige 3" post or 4" post sleeve. Skirt will fit any 3" or 4" post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

- **Item #: PR3SKIRIDWFT** - 3-1/16" Skirt
- **Item #: PR4SKIRIDWFT2PC** - 4-1/16" Skirt

**Prestige Post Skirt - Maple Cream (Textured)**

2 piece post skirt features a unique khaki colored finish and is designed to fit the Prestige 3" post. Skirt will fit any 3" post. Snaps together for finished look with no exposed fasteners.

- **Item #: PR3SKIRIMCFT** - 3-1/16" Skirt
- **Item #: PR4SKIRIMCFT2PC** - 4-1/16" Skirt